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admirable Deserving of the highest esteem or admiration.
His taste was impeccable his health admirable.

amaze
Be a mystery or bewildering to.
She amazed doctors by fighting back when her deteriorating condition
caused her to suffer heart failure.

amazing Causing great surprise or wonder; astonishing.
It is amazing how short memories are.

astonish Affect with wonder.
It astonished her that he was so anxious.

astonishing Surprising greatly.
An astonishing achievement.

astound Shock or greatly surprise.
Her bluntness astounded him.

astounding So surprisingly impressive as to stun or overwhelm.
The summit offers astounding views.

awesome Extremely impressive or daunting; inspiring awe.
My yearly review went awesome.

impossible Not capable of occurring or being accomplished or dealt with.
What an arrogant impossible fool.

improbably Not easy to believe.
A barbecue lunch including improbably a jar of caviar each.

inconceivable
Not capable of being imagined or grasped mentally; unbelievable.
It seemed inconceivable that the president had been unaware of what was
going on.

incredible Impossible to believe.
The book s plot is simply incredible.
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incredibly Not easy to believe.
Incredibly she survived the crash.

marvelous Being or having the character of a miracle.
A marvelous collection of rare books.

miraculously In a remarkable and extremely lucky manner.
A shrine where people bring the sick to be miraculously healed.

practically For all practical purposes but not completely.
Practically everything in Hinduism is the manifestation of a god.

profound Profound quality.
Profound contempt.

redoubtable (of a person) formidable, especially as an opponent.
He was a redoubtable debater.

serendipity
The occurrence and development of events by chance in a happy or
beneficial way.
A fortunate stroke of serendipity.

shattering The act of breaking something into small pieces.
The shattering tones of the enormous carillon.

staggering So surprisingly impressive as to stun or overwhelm.
Suffered a staggering defeat.

startling So remarkably different or sudden as to cause momentary shock or alarm.
Sydney s startling new Opera House.

surprisingly In an amazing manner; to everyone’s surprise.
The move was surprisingly easy.

unbelievable So great or extreme as to be difficult to believe; extraordinary.
Your audacity is unbelievable.

unbelievably To a great degree; extremely.
Unbelievably all this is yours for 50p.

unexpected Not expected or regarded as likely to happen.
Unexpected guests.

unexpectedly Without advance planning.
He died unexpectedly of a heart attack.

unimaginable Totally unlikely.
Lives of almost unimaginable deprivation.

unthinkable
(of a situation or event) too unlikely or undesirable to be considered a
possibility.
The unthinkable happened I spoke up.
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wonderful Inspiring delight, pleasure, or admiration; extremely good; marvellous.
They all think she s wonderful.
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